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This lightweight, high performance polymer frame offers new opportunities to partials.
When in need of rigidity of design or a lingual bar, Rx Solvay from Drake It’s comfort, biocompatibility, and strength are all things the patient and doctor will love!

[ Can be sent conventionally or digitally ]
www.drakelab.com I 800.476.2771

What is Ultaire™ AKP? W E L C O M E

TO DRAKE

PRECISION DENTAL

Ultaire™ AKP is an innovative, high-performance polymer for removable partial
dentures (RPDs) that provides a comfortable, lightweight, biocompatible and
L Aframes.
BORATORY
aesthetically pleasing alternative to traditional metal
Ultaire™ AKP RPDs have similar mechanical properties to corticle bone, are tooth- and tissuesupported and may help minimize bone loss. They are digitally designed and milled from a
Dentivera™ milling disc.

What is Ultaire™ AKP?
WHERE CONVENTIONAL & DIGITAL CONNECT

Ultaire™ AKP is an innovative, high-performance polymer for removable partial
dentures (RPDs) that provides a comfortable, lightweight, biocompatible and
aesthetically pleasing alternative to traditional metal frames.

When can it be used?

Ultaire™ AKP RPDs have similar mechanical
properties to corticle bone, are tooth- and tissue™
AKP are ideally suited to Kennedy Classifications. 1 and 3.
supported and may help minimize bone loss. They are digitally designed and milled from a
Stability and retention
are optimized when the distal extension has tooth-borne characteristics.
Dentivera™ milling
disc.
Removable partial dentures made from Ultaire

Using Ultaire ™ AKP for Classes 2 and 4 should be left to the discretion of the clinician.
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AKP: TREATABLE CASES

When can it be used?
Removable partial dentures made from Ultaire

™

AKP are ideally suited to Kennedy Classifications. 1 and 3.

Stability and retention are optimized when the distal extension has tooth-borne characteristics.
Using Ultaire ™ AKP for Classes 2 and 4 should be left to the discretion of the clinician.
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